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Let me begin by thanking David Marsh and OMFIF for the invitation to speak to 

you today. Many years ago an American comedian quipped “I’ve only got a 

minute so let’s talk about the world.” I feel much the same today since the 

questions posed in the title of my presentation are vast in scope and I have 

limited time to answer them. I will apologize in advance if some of my arguments 

come across as only assertions. I think, or at least hope, that reasonable evidence 

to sustain them can be found on my website (www.williamwhite.ca) but you will 

have to judge that for yourselves.  

What Has Gone Wrong with the World Economy? 

Before going on to assess how we got to where we are, let me first give you my 

assessment of the current state of the global economy.  

Five years or more after the beginning of the crisis, the global economy continues 

to be in very poor shape.  After a decidedly subpar recovery from the recession of 

2009, one might have anticipated some acceleration in growth. In fact, the IMF 

and OECD are predicting such a development in 2014. It is worth noting, however, 

how bad their forecasting records have been in recent years. This is not a remark 

designed to criticize, but rather to accept the economy as a complex, adaptive 

system, in which non linearities are the norm and forecasting almost impossible. 

Recoveries from economic downturns associated with financial stress are typically 

very hesitant, as Reinhart and Reinhart and others have observed.   

Indeed as I look at the global economy what strikes me are the downside risks in 

virtually every region you care to look at. Moreover, this carries the implication 

that troubles in one spot could easily have significant implications elsewhere. In 

recent weeks, many warnings have been issued about the dire global effects of 

the US failing to raise the debt ceiling. Work by the OECD and the IMF on the 

http://www.williamwhite.ca/
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global implications of further trouble in the euro zone give similar dramatic  

results.  Again, if we treat the global economy as a complex adaptive system, such 

contagion should not be unexpected. 

In terms of recent performance, the US upturn is most advanced, but many points 

of fragility remain. Employment and household income have been weak, 

household debt levels remain  high and saving rates low, and the underlying 

strength of the financial system remains questionable. And no one needs 

reminding of the ongoing political problems in the US. In the euro area, the 

current calm masks the absence of real progress on the many “unions” (fiscal, 

banking, economic and political) required to remove all doubts about its future 

survival. Shorter term measures (“believe me, it will be enough”) remain untested 

and highly conditional. 

China may or may not be on a significant reorientation of its growth model, but 

either way dangers lurk. Its current investment and export led strategy is not 

sustainable, while a transition to consumer led growth faces many challenges. In 

Japan, Abenomics seems to me to have many similarities to the growth model 

that the Chinese are actually trying to get away from, which is odd to say the 

least. As for the emerging market economies (EMEs), there has been a 

remarkable slowdown of all the BRIICS, and the recent rush of capital towards 

“the exits” has revealed years of wasted opportunities for needed structural 

reforms.  

Another aspect of “where we are” has to do with our collective capacity  to 

respond with appropriate policy measures should any or all of these risks 

materialize.  Unfortunately, I believe our room for maneuver is now highly 

limited. In many, perhaps most countries, high sovereign debt levels make 

further, discretionary, fiscal stimulus problematic. Expansionary monetary policy 

could be pursued still more vigorously but, as I will note in a moment, has its 

dangers. Structural reforms take time to spur growth, and can have undesirable 

short run consequences as well. Finally, an expansion of international trade might 
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pay big growth dividends, but in practice we seem to be heading quietly in the 

opposite direction. 

So, as the Irish joke puts it, “If I were you, I wouldn’t start from here”. But we are 

here. How did this happen? 

Given my personal work experience over a long career, you will not be surprised 

to hear that I see the crisis as having its roots in macroeconomic phenomena. 

Indeed I see these roots as being very deep and having been planted a very long 

time ago.   I would trace them as far back as the “bastard Keynesian” policies 

(coined by Joan Robinson) that emerged after WW ll.  At first fiscal and then 

monetary  policies were “fine tuned” to avoid and mitigate recessions, even at the 

expense of such side effects as rising inflation. What was believed at the time was 

that inflation would stabilize at a slightly higher level. It took the insights of 

Friedman and Phelps and the actual experience of the 1970’s to convince 

everyone that these beliefs were not true.  

Later, after the Volker shock of 1982, as monetary policy and the pursuit of low 

inflation took centre stage, monetary policy was still eased repeatedly whenever 

growth seemed remotely threatened. I think in particular of the “Greenspan put” 

of 1987 and the subsequent bouts of easing in 1991, 1997 and 2001. Moreover, it 

must be noted that neither monetary policy nor fiscal policy were ever tightened 

as aggressively in the upturns as they had been eased in the downturns. Thus 

sovereign debt levels have ratcheted upwards and policy rates have ratcheted 

downwards for over three decades. The asymmetric character of these policies, 

designed above all to mitigate downturns, might also be linked to the gradual 

slowdown of productivity growth in the advanced market economies (AME’s). You 

cannot, after all, have “creative destruction” without the destruction part.  In 

sum, our current troubles have been building for a long time.  

The developments leading up to the crisis of 2007 need special attention. 

Historically, most significant crises have had their origins in some “good news” 

that has justified “rational exuberance”. I suggest that the most important piece 
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of global good news in recent decades was the “fall of the Wall”, the reintegration 

of previously isolated economies into the world trading system, and the strong 

disinflationary forces that accompanied these developments. Similarly, the 

introduction of the euro gave a new promise to Europe.  

Given a monetary system based on fiat money, the rational exuberance these 

developments generated quickly morphed (as always) into “irrational 

exuberance” in the AMEs generally and the European peripherals in particular. 

This development was inadequately resisted by both central banks and 

regulators, for reasons I will return to below. Credit growth rose sharply in the 

years preceding the crisis, adding to debt levels already swollen by earlier cycles 

of easing. This in turn led to a whole series of “imbalances” both real and 

financial. By 2007 the global economy and the euro zone economy were accidents 

waiting to happen. 

On the real side, household saving rates fell sharply in many countries while debt 

grew commensurately. In a subset of those countries, construction activity 

expanded enormously. In many other sectors, exceptionally  high levels of 

investment gradually raised concerns about their longer run profitability. On the 

financial side, asset prices (houses, equity, credit spreads etc.) hit unprecedented 

levels as did the leverage of most large financial institutions. Finally, credit 

standards slipped sharply, and the “shadow banking system” expanded until it 

was (by some measures) bigger than the banking system. 

These expansionary forces in the AME’s should have led to a depreciation of their 

currencies against those of the EME’s. For a variety of influences, some more 

legitimate than others, the EME’s refused to accept this and resisted exchange 

rate appreciation through both foreign exchange intervention and conducting an 

easier monetary policy than they would have done otherwise. The end result was 

an explosion of liquidity at the global level. The “boom” to which this gave rise 

eventually led to the financial “bust” of 2007 and the deep global recession of 

2009. 
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What has happened since the start of the crisis? I would argue that, in the AME’s, 

virtually all the policies that have been followed have been desirable (indeed 

essential?) for their short run implications for crisis management. Nevertheless, 

each has also come with undesirable medium term effects that will now render 

the achievement of “strong, sustainable and balanced growth” much more 

difficult. Government support for short time working (in continental Europe and 

Japan) has impeded adjustment to the competitive challenge from EMEs. Support 

for the financial system has left us with a much larger “too big to fail” problem 

than we had before. Higher fiscal deficits have raised the sovereign debt of many 

countries to worrisome levels, and left others exposed to sudden turns in market 

sentiment.  

Finally, with the limitations of all these other policies being increasingly 

recognized, more reliance than ever has been put on expansionary monetary 

policy. Unfortunately, it too has its shortcomings. While easier monetary 

conditions were clearly needed to help reestablish the proper functioning of 

financial markets in the early years of the crisis, many central banks are now 

relying on its capacity to stimulate aggregate demand. There are many reasons to 

believe (not least the “headwinds” of debt) that this will not be effective. Even 

Keynes suggested as much in his intellectual journey from the Treatise to the 

General Theory.  Moreover, such polices have also had undesirable medium term 

effects, which I have elsewhere referred to as “the “unintended consequences”.   

Among a host of such effects, they have impeded required deleveraging. They 

have helped create zombie companies and zombie banks, not least in Europe.  

They have contributed to more risk taking and unjustified increases in asset 

prices, not least bonds. They have encouraged risk on-risk off behavior in financial 

markets which has reduced the benefits of diversification and also of investing on 

the basis of fundamentals. Finally, such policies in the AMEs led to a sharp inflow 

of capital into EME’s which created both inflation and “imbalances” in those 

countries to mirror those seen earlier in the AME’s.   
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In short, “still more of the same” monetary policies since 2007 have left us, in my 

view, with old problems unresolved and some new ones added as well. In spite of 

the current calm and several positive signs, it would be unwise to think the crisis 

is over. 

Why Were the Warnings Ignored? 

There were a few who did warn that there were serious problems building up 

under the smooth surface of the Great Moderation. I would like to believe that  

we at the BIS saw it more clearly than many others, though certainly the timing 

and the precise nature of its unfolding eluded us. In complex, adaptive systems 

this is essentially inevitable. 

Why were these warnings (both public and private) not heeded? Why were the 

historical antecedents not given more emphasis? I am going to suggest in the 

immortal line of Flanders and Swan, that it was “A Tale of Seduction”. All of the 

parties who contributed to the crisis (borrowers, lenders, regulators, central 

banks, academics and politicians) were each seduced by various influences into 

believing different things that were not true. Moreover, since seduction normally 

involves more than one party, the relationships between these various parties 

also contributed to their having “no eye to see and no ear to hear”. Let me say a 

few words about each of these false belief systems and then about the 

institutional arrangements between the various economic agents. 

 Belief systems of the economic agents 

First consider the situation of the borrowers who ran up imprudently high levels 

of debt in the years preceding the crisis. Faced in many countries with stagnating 

household incomes, but still eager to “keep up with the Jones’s”, they were also 

eager to accept the belief that borrowing could substitute for earnings. Indeed. A 

number of central banks talked openly of the advantages of more complete 

financial markets that allowed “intertemporal smoothing” (ie borrowing from the 

future). Such borrowing did allow consumption to be maintained, which in turn 
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cushioned the downturn of the early part of the 2000’s. However, what was never 

articulated was that borrowed funds, unlike earned funds, have to be paid back 

and that refinancing might well occur at higher interest rates. 

A second mistaken belief was that higher house prices constituted in increase in 

wealth, where such an increase is defined as the wherewithal for enjoying a 

higher standard of living in the future.  When thinking about the economy as a 

whole, one might think the fallacy of this proposition would be obvious. In the 

aggregate there is only a transfer of wealth from those buying at an elevated 

price to those selling at an elevated price. Nevertheless, most central banks 

espoused this position, and it came to be widely believed. Even at the level of an 

individual household there is a fallacy, since part of the wealth gain is offset by 

the higher (implicit rent) of living in the same house. Nevertheless, in a number of 

countries, home owners were seduced into borrowing against the collateral 

offered by the higher value of their house. Evidently, the burden of the debt was 

greatly aggravated when house prices in many countries began to fall, rather than 

rise as they had done earlier. 

Lenders also slipped into a  set of false beliefs. The Great Moderation, as Hyman 

Minsky would have predicted, generated the belief that the world had become a 

permanently less risky place. Traditional credit standards could be relaxed 

because there were actually fewer risks to be priced in. Or to put this another 

way, the very high profits being recorded by lenders were alpha, not beta, which 

further encouraged the hubris and the risk taking. Perhaps even more 

fundamental, many bankers began to believe that banking was solely about 

profits (whether risk adjusted or not) and all practices were acceptable that 

contributed to that end. Numerous bad practices have subsequently come to 

light, not least the misselling of “toxic assets” and the manipulation of LIBOR, 

which illustrate clearly that the ethical beliefs of the industry had changed 

profoundly. A last false belief was that the gaming of the regulatory system for 

banks, through the shadow banking system, would keep risky activities 
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permanently off their balance sheets. The collapse of a number of SIV’s and bank 

related conduits in 2008 eventually put paid to that. 

The pre crisis beliefs of regulators and supervisors were also overturned by the 

crisis. Perhaps the most important of these was the belief that regulators, 

traditionally focused on the good health of individual institutions, actually had a 

good understanding of the health of the system as a whole. In retrospect, the 

complexity of operations and the interrelationships among firms slipped 

completely below the regulatory radar.  Evidently, the belief in “light touch” 

regulation has also taken a beating. A further mistaken belief was that all the 

efforts put into the development of Basel ll would be sufficient to keep the 

financial system safe for the forseeable future. That this was mistaken was 

indicated by subsequent events. Even though Basel ll had not been implemented 

by the time of the crisis, work started almost immediately to replace it with Basel 

lll. And, finally, the regulators believed prior to the crisis that the employees of 

financial firms would continue to respect the obligations of “fiduciary trust” and 

they would always act in the best longer term interests of their firm. Alan 

Greenspan, in an almost tearful testimony before a Senate committee, said that 

harboring this belief was the greatest mistake he had ever made. 

Implicitly, of course, Greenspan was also saying he made no big mistakes with 

respect to the conduct of were monetary policy. In contrast, I would assert that 

much of what central bankers believed prior to the crisis was also not true. The 

principal belief was that stable prices (low inflation) effectively guaranteed macro 

economic stability. This belief seems to me to have originated in the 1980’s when 

the fight against high inflation was justified on the grounds that it was 

“necessary” for macroeconomic stability. Then, somehow, in a way I still do not 

fully understand, it morphed into the belief that price stability was “sufficient” for 

such stability. Given the observation of the Great Moderation, perhaps it was just 

human nature for central bankers to want to take credit for it and to say all the 

hard work had now been done. As a result, their stature was, for a while at least, 

certainly much higher than humble dentists. 
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In reality, however, much of the credit for the observed disinflation should have 

been given to the process of globalization I referred to earlier. It constituted a 

significant, long lasting and positive productivity shock that should have been met 

with tighter rather than easier monetary policy. In effect, when central banks 

leaned against what they saw as excessive disinflation, they helped create the  

imbalances we are now struggling to deal with.  At worst, they may have changed 

a “benign” deflation into a “bad” debt-deflation of the type described by Fisher. 

Hayek made a similar point when he visited the United States in the mid 1920’s. 

A closely related belief, held by the few who were prepared to envisage that a 

downturn might occur even absent prior inflation, was that it would be relatively 

easy to restore full employment afterwards. This argument for “cleaning not 

leaning” was supported by evidence from model simulations, as well as the fact 

that monetary easing always seemed to have worked relatively quickly in the 

past. The fact that this latter success had required ever more aggressive policy 

easing in successive cycles, and might eventually be limited by the zero lower 

bound problem, was not widely discussed.   

We at the BIS found this all very curious at the time. The historical record showed 

clearly that price stability was no panacea, and that recessions after financial 

crises typically went on for a very long time.  For example, there had been no 

outburst of inflation prior to the Great Depression, nor the Japanese Great 

Recession, nor even the crisis in South East Asia. Moreover, there was a great deal 

of pre War analytical work that gave ample theoretical grounds to doubt the 

proposition as well. Unfortunately, for a long period prior to the crisis, neither the 

study of economic history nor the history of economic thought contributed much 

to the research agenda of central banks.  

For this last fact, I blame both the central bankers and the belief system of the 

academic community whose students gradually came to dominate the research 

agenda of central banks. Perhaps the most pernicious aspect of the belief system  

was that macro economics was a “science” and that economic processes could be 

(indeed had to be) modeled using quantitative data establishing relationships 
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between a relatively small number of variables. The problem, as Hayek put it in 

his 1974 Nobel Prize lecture is that “for essentially complex phenomena” like a 

modern economy, “the events to be explained for which we can obtain 

quantitative data are necessarily limited and may not include the important 

ones”. Modeling monetary and financial processes, including the evolution of 

financial stocks, in fact proved particularly hard, and so money and credit 

essentially disappeared from all modern macroeconomic models. Absent money, 

credit, stocks and any concept of “imbalances” other than inflation, it is not 

surprising that these models failed to see the crisis coming.   

Closely related, other simplifications required to make the models tractable often 

seemed to conflict with the historical evidence as well as common sense. As the 

memory of the Great Depression faded, it was increasingly assumed that there 

would be a rapid return to full employment, should any shock reduce 

employment for a while. In effect, extant models in use before the crisis simply 

did not allow for such a crisis to happen. It is not surprising then that the crisis 

was not forseen, not prevented and not prepared for. Further, such simplifying 

concepts as representative agents (who then trades and why?) and rational 

expectations (every one knows everything?) really acted as an important 

impediment to asking relevant questions about how a modern economy actually 

works. 

Finally, the false beliefs of politicians and governments also played a role in the 

run up to the crisis. During the “boom” period, government revenues in many 

countries rose significantly. Politicians wanted to believe these revenue increases 

were permanent (structural) and not just temporary (cyclical), and they used this 

belief to justify permanently higher spending on programs or tax cuts.  Further, 

observing the growing inequality of income growth, governments also wanted to 

believe that the benefits of the boom would gradually “trickle down” obviating 

the need for a more fundamental reexamination of such issues. And when 

political attention was paid to such distributional issues, as in the United States, 

the chosen solution was to facilitate borrowing (especially for house purchases) 
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by the poor. The politicians thus shared with the borrowers, the false belief that 

borrowing was a good substitute for earning.  

 Interactions between economic agents  

Interactions between the various groups of agents identified above also 

contributed to the severity of the crisis. Indeed, in complex, adaptive systems the 

relations between the agents give as important  insights into the character of the 

system as the nature of the agents themselves. These interactions raise  

important questions about the adequacy of existing institutional structures and 

how they should be altered going forward. While a comprehensive look at all the 

sets of interactions is beyond the scope of this lecture, I would raise a few, 

particularly important questions. 

The relationship between bankers and regulators needs reexamination. Was 

there in practice a form of regulatory capture? Why did regulators not question 

more vigorously bankers who argued  that that their “new and improved” risk 

control systems dealt adequately with tail risks. Did regulators buy excessively 

into arguments (myths?) proposed by bankers in their own self interest. Among 

these would be the arguments that raising bank capital is very expensive and that 

higher capital requirements necessarily lead to less lending and therefore lead to 

less economic growth.   Admati and Hellwig make a convincing case for such 

capture and would recommend much higher capital requirements than are  

currently being proposed under Basel lll.  

As for the relationship between bankers and politicians, the first question to raise 

would have to do with lobbying. In many capitals, the lobbying by financial 

interest groups has become intense. Large financial institutions labeled “too big 

to fail” have been at the heart of this, and five years after the crisis began, 

politicians are still far from a solution. Could this be the operations of a modern 

version of the military-industrial complex that President Eisenhower warned 

about? Closely related has been the remarkable aversion of politicians to 

recognizing the extent of possible bad banking loans and the associated need for 
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potential nationalization and restructuring. In Europe in particular, the 

unwillingness of politicians (until quite recently) to make the lenders pay for 

having made bad loans has been quite remarkable. 

The interactions between regulators and central banks has also left a lot to be 

desired. Prior to the crisis, systemic concerns about financial stability fell between 

the cracks. Regulators were concerned about the health of individual institutions 

while central banks felt their mandate was essentially limited to price stability. 

Since the crisis, systemic stability in the financial system has clearly moved up the 

agenda. Nevertheless, there is absolutely no international agreement on the best 

institutional structure to pursue such an objective. The US, the UK, the Europeans 

and the Japanese are all going down very different paths. Further, it is curious to 

say the least that the regulators might be accused of having their  foot very much 

on the brake (with higher capital and other requirements) while the central banks 

seem to have their foot very much on the accelerator (low policy rates, 

quantitative easing and forward guidance). How might these related sets of 

policies be made more coherent over both the short term and the medium term? 

Closely related is the issue of the interactions between central banks and 

politicians (governments) and the particular issue of central bank 

“independence”.  As just remarked, being drawn into the financial stability 

business implies that central banks will increasingly have to cooperate with other 

arms of government pursuing similar aims. Further, during the crisis, central 

banks pursued policies with important distributional implications at the micro 

level. Who was to receive support and who not? But distributional issues are 

archetypically political.  Further, current monetary policies are in the process of 

redistributing vast sums from creditors to debtors. Since governments are 

amongst the biggest debtors around, there might be a presumption that they will 

lobby hard to ensure this state of affairs continues. How might this threat be 

avoided or mitigated? 

Finally, and likely most important in a democracy, there is the question of the 

interaction between voters and politicians. Voters consistently vote for policies 
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that promise easy answers and preferably a short term payout.  Given this bias, 

politicians eschew  the identification of difficult problems  whose resolution will 

only pay long term dividends.  To “kick the can down the road” then becomes the 

chosen default strategy, with all the longer term costs that entails.  In the end, the 

voters get the governments they deserve.  

To summarize, warnings about the impending crisis were ignored because they 

conflicted with the basic beliefs of each of the involved parties. Each was 

comfortable with their situation during the boom and was seduced by that 

comfort into believing it could go on forever. The fundamental heuristic device in 

play was extrapolation, when it should have been mean reversion. Or, as Reinhart 

and Rogoff put it, it was the triumph yet again of the belief that “This time is 

different”. Moreover, interactions between sets of agents made things worse. 

Interactions before the crisis led to warnings falling on deaf ears, supporting the 

view that nothing should or could be done. As well, these interactions continued 

after the crisis began and impeded measures directed to both crisis resolution 

and the prevention of future crises. 

What Have we Learned From the Experience?  

It is evident that something has gone seriously wrong with the global economy. 

Moreover, for most of the economic agents referred to above, it seemed to come 

out of nowhere and its effects have lingered far longer than most originally 

expected. These surprises might have been expected to generate a wholesale 

rethinking of the beliefs originally held by the variety of economic agents I 

referred to earlier. In fact, the rethink has by no means been a “paradigm shift” 

though important changes can still be identified. We remain very much in a 

“muddling through” mode, with no dramatic suggestions for reform yet having 

broad support. There is no appetite for wholesale debt and bank restructuring, 

nor for questioning the benefits of “still more” easy money, nor for international 

monetary reform.   
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Why is this so? All paradigm shifts are hard to achieve, as Thomas Kuhn pointed 

out a half century or so ago. Intellectual capital built up over a life time is not 

easily jettisoned. Moreover, rethinking implies the possibility or even admission 

of previous error. This is a particular problem for policymakers. More recently, 

Daniel Kahnneman has noted that big shocks to prior beliefs more typically result 

in a retreat into those old beliefs rather than the opposite. Their respective 

historical experiences help explain the current German and eurozone obsession 

with government deficits (and avoiding possible inflation) and the American 

obsession with lowering unemployment (and avoiding possible deflation).  

Perhaps still more important, everyone is now aware (or should be) of the 

shortcomings of their previous beliefs, but there is generally no agreement yet on 

what beliefs should replace them. Further, if a wide variety of false beliefs 

contributed to the severity of the crisis, then each agent finds it easier to accept 

the view that the root of the problem lay with others. Central banks, for example, 

would still prefer to believe that regulatory shortcomings were the primary 

problem, thus implying their own contribution was of no great significance. 

Finally, the complexity of the interactions between the various sets of economic 

agents militates against radical change and favors the status quo. 

Let me finish on a more positive note. A number of changes have occurred that 

indicate some lessons have been learned from recent events. Both borrowers and 

lenders have become more prudent, though perhaps too prudent in some cases. 

Regulators have become tougher and more focused on systemic financial  

interactions, though their efforts to prevent future crises might also have 

contributed to extending the current one. Some central banks become more open 

to the idea that monetary policy might have contributed (and still is contributing) 

to dangerous financial imbalances, though the Federal Reserve Board is not yet 

among them. Academics are now flirting with adding financial rigidities to their 

macro models (generally of the DSGE type) though few are willing to jettison the 

models and start completely afresh. The concept of “equilibrium” remains too 

alluring. 
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Perhaps the most promising initiatives are coming from economic institutions that 

have not been responsible for policy making in the past. Advisers have an 

intellectual liberty that others do not have. The long standing work of the Santa 

Fe Institute on complexity modeling is receiving increasing attention. More 

recently, the Institute for New Economic Thinking has attracted the attention of 

many of the world’s most prominent economists, effectively people so respected 

they have nothing to lose by challenging orthodoxy. The OECD has also initiated a 

new project, called “New Approaches to Economic Challenges”, to which it is 

devoting significant resources. As well, the European Commission has funded an 

ambitious, three year long project (called CRISIS) for modeling and understanding 

financial system and macroeconomic risk and instability through an agent based 

approach.  

I have also been recently informed of a series called “New Thinking in Political 

Economy” established with the support of the Institute of Economic Affairs here 

in London. Indeed, I have just finished reading one of its publications , authored 

by David Simpson,  called “The Rediscovery of Classical Eeconomics”. Ironically, 

Simpson suggests we do not need “New Thinking” so much as the rediscovery of 

some very old thinking. In particular, he draws a compelling link between the 

Classical economists (like Smith and Marx) through Hayek to modern complexity 

economics.  By simultaneously looking both forward and backwards, Simpson 

thus provides another promising avenue for attacking beliefs that are all too 

frequently mistaken. 

 

Thank you for your attention. 

  

  

                                           


